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ABSTRACT This paper introduces a methodology for building synthetic electric grid data sets that represent fictitious, yet realistic, combined transmission and distribution (T&D) systems. Such data sets have important applications, such as in the study of the wide-area interactions of distributed energy resources, in the validation of advanced control schemes, and in network resilience to severe events. The data sets created here are geographically located on an actual North American footprint, with the end-user load information estimated from land parcel data. The grid created to serve these fictional but realistic loads is built starting with low-voltage and medium-voltage distribution systems in full detail, connected to distribution and transmission substations. Bulk generation is added, and a high-voltage transmission grid is created. This paper explains the overall process and challenges addressed in making the combined case. An example test case, syn-austin-TDgrid-v03, is shown for a 307 236-customer case located in central Texas, with 140 substations, 448 feeders, and electric line data at voltages ranging from 120 V to 230 kV. Such new combined test cases help to promote high quality in the research on large-scale systems, particularly since much actual power system data are subject to data confidentiality. The highly detailed, combined T&D data set can also facilitate the modeling and analysis of coupled infrastructures.

INDEX TERMS Power systems modeling, synthetic power grids, integrated transmission and distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE typical modeling approach for large power systems separates the high-voltage (69 kV and above) transmission grid data set from those of the lower voltage distribution system. Such decoupling at a substation transformer is justifiable for many studies, and it allows transmission system analysis to employ simplified, computationally tractable models for systems where circuit devices can number in the tens of millions. It also enables traditional distribution system analysis to simplify the higher voltage portions of the grid to enable tractable local simulations. But an increasing number of applications show the insights that can be gained by leveraging a massive, data set of a wide-area interconnected transmission grid, combined with the geographic, topological, and electrical configuration for lower voltage distribution substations, feeders, and end users.

Many applications in this paradigm are driven by new developments on medium- and low-voltage networks. Rooftop and larger distributed solar and other distributed generation have multiplied in recent years [1]–[3],...
and aggregated effects present new opportunities and challenges for both distribution and bulk system planning and operation. Other distributed energy resources (DERs) - such as electric vehicles and controllable load [4], [5], voltage support resources, and distributed storage - are also increasing and offer potential control options for the planning and operation of both the distribution and transmission grid. Further, new monitoring devices, such as advanced metering infrastructure systems and time-synchronized monitors with phasor and waveform analytics [6], can also supply new information for situational awareness at all scales. Resilience studies during severe events also underscore the need to unify transmission grid analysis with a more detailed understanding of the distribution networks they serve. Hurricanes affect both T&D assets, for example, and the preparation and restoration processes can be hindered by a disconnect between T&D data sets [7].

There have also been recent advances in simultaneously modeling T&D systems at scale. For instance, [8] demonstrates a T&D co-simulation framework for market-DER interactions, while [9] presents a modular transmission-distribution-communication framework. Other papers have explored interfacing algorithms including phase-to-sequence coupling [10] and approaches for faster convergence [11].

However, few public test cases exist to enable research in many of these applications, especially those that offer the large-scale, high-fidelity characteristics needed for transmission-distribution interface studies. Ideally, research would be conducted on models of actual grids, but these data sets are not widely available. In the United States, much of these data are considered critical energy infrastructure information, further restricting access. Even when made available to researchers through nondisclosure agreements, much actual grid data cannot be shared publicly [12], [13]. For consumer-level data, data privacy concerns also limit access.

To spur innovation for advancing public research that can be replicated by peers and cross-validated, new synthetic grids have been developed at both the T&D levels. These cases are anchored in a thorough analysis of actual grids, and they start with public, geo-located information for load and generation. In the transmission area, the approach places synthetic substations geographically at the zip code level, assigns voltage levels, and connects them with a transmission line topology matching a combination of electrical, topological, and geographic characteristics [14]–[16]. This approach has been extended for a variety of applications, such as transient stability modeling [17], transmission scenario development [18], and education [19]. In addition to this approach to building synthetic transmission grids, other approaches have been used, such as [20], [21], many of which focus on graph theory and complex network constraints.

At the distribution level, synthetic grids have been constructed by placing secondaries and distribution transformers, and then designing medium-voltage components to support the low-voltage infrastructure [22]. For U.S.-style systems, phase-balancing algorithms are applied on the medium-voltage network to provide a realistically balanced network across three-phase trunks and single-phase laterals [23].

Previous works have also constructed integrated transmission and distribution test cases. An early example was the largely handcrafted system in [24]. More recent efforts have used automated top-down processes. The work of [25] systematically replaced the aggregated load on the transmission-level with duplicated “template” distribution network models and randomized load and DER scenarios to generate the integrated T&D test cases covering the high and medium voltage levels. A top-down method is also proposed in [26], where algorithms are used to build the high voltage, and then selections from existing test systems are added for medium and low voltages. However, all of these approaches result in largely duplicated distribution systems that do not capture the large spatial variations resulting from street and customer locations. They also only represent the 3-phase portion of the networks, which continue down to low voltage in Europe, but are replaced by extensive single-phase laterals in US style medium voltage systems.

Building on the author’s previous work of SMART-DS that creates synthetic distribution systems [22], this paper presents a bottom-up methodology to generate data sets that contain a combined synthetic T&D system that is based on actual customer and street locations. Commercially obtained parcel information is utilized to model the load in a highly-detailed manner, where each end-use customer is geographically located, and the load value is estimated according to the size and usage type of each parcel. Next a synthetic distribution network is built from scratch to reflect the common design characteristics for actual distribution systems, while providing an actual design and topology customized for each feeder. Then, on the same geographic footprint, a synthetic transmission system is created to bridge between the generators and the distribution substations.

The bottom-up methodology proposed this paper enables the creation of combined T&D electric grid model that contains highly detailed modeling of electric load and the distribution network, yet covers large-scale geographic footprint. The elements in the combined T&D data set are geographically placed which provides advantages in data realism and enables location-specific studies, e.g. coupled infrastructure studies.

II. DISTRIBUTION SYNTHESIS FOR HIGHLY DETAILED SYNTHETIC GRIDS

The synthetic distribution system is constructed using the U.S. Reference Network Model tool (RNM-US) [22], which adapted the European Reference Network Model tool (RNM) [27] for U.S.-style networks. Fig. 3 shows the main planning stages in the distribution synthesis. RNM-US takes three primary sources of input. The first is a catalog of standard equipment required to build the distribution network (lines, transformers, capacitors, etc.). This includes comprehensive technical parameters (line ampacities, line sections, etc.).
FIGURE 1. Geospatial information for RNM-US.

transformer kVA ratings, capacitor kvar ratings, etc.) and cost parameters (investment costs and maintenance costs) that are obtained from commercial and open-source data such as [28], [29] or [30]. The second input is OpenStreetMap data, which are used to constrain the layout of power lines and locate service drops, and describe building footprints and heights. The third input is commercially obtained parcel information that describes parcel use categories (single-family or multi-family residential, hotel, hospital, school, industrial, etc.) and load profiles from a database of consumer archetypes for the same categories. Fig. 1 illustrates the result of processing the geospatial information.

A. CONSUMER LOCATION AND DEMAND ESTIMATION

Consumer coordinates are extracted from building information. A parcel category is labeled to each building by spatially intersecting building centroids and parcel polygons. The peak load of each consumer is calculated by assuming that the peak load is correlated with the building volume for the building category. The building volume is estimated by considering each building as a rectangular prism and multiplying the building footprint by its height. A linear interpolation is applied to load data from the database of reference building models (e.g. [31]) to determine the peak customer load as a function of building volume and building-use category. Two additional points are added to the database to facilitate the interpolation: zero volume, zero peak load; and an expert estimation of the peak load of the largest building in the area to establish a saturation (Fig. 2). Although the database contains load profiles, only the peak load is interpolated as this is the value that is employed in the industry to design distribution networks. The peak load is also used to infer the voltage level (high, medium, or low) at which each consumer or building connects.

The calculated peak load is coincidental for all buildings, as each category shares the same reference profile. Following distribution planning practices, a simultaneity factor is applied to each voltage level: 0.4 for low-voltage, and 0.8 for medium-voltage consumers [27]. In addition, a power factor is also applied to each consumer to estimate the reactive power demand: 0.95 for residential and commercial, and 0.98 for industrial consumers. Each consumer is hence represented by its PQ peak load, after applying a simultaneity factor.

FIGURE 2. Interpolation example for restaurants.

FIGURE 3. Planning stages in RNM-US.

Once the peak loads are determined, timeseries load profiles are then attached to each customer. The ResStock [32] and ComStock [33] tools were used to generate thousands of timeseries load profiles that considered a variety of factors such as customer category, building vintage, type of heating used, number of floors, etc. These profiles considered different schedules for cooling/heating systems and accounted for different occupancies of buildings. Each customer then was assigned a Resstock or Comstock profile, which was done by selecting the profile from the same customer category with the maximum load value being closest to the peak determined from the reference profiles. This allowed profiles to have a range of behaviors while still matching the coincident peaks used for planning the size of network equipment.

B. LOCATE AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS

Distribution transformers are located next by identifying clusters of consumers and then locating the transformer for each cluster in nearby streets or right-of-ways. Clusters are built
starting with the minimum spanning tree that connects all the consumers and then broken into subtrees (clusters) of feasible sizes [34]. The feasibility of a cluster is checked considering thermal and voltage constraints. As the layout is not yet known in this stage, the estimation is made under the assumption that each load is directly connected to the transformer. This allows us to verify that a network solution exists that can supply the consumers with the distribution transformer located in that position. Although this is not the final design, it allows us making a check on feasibility. We use mainly single-phase, center-tap transformers for residential consumers and three-phase transformers for larger loads (e.g., commercial or industrial consumers).

C. PLAN THE LOW-VOLTAGE SYSTEM/SECONDARIES
The secondaries are designed within each cluster to connect the consumers to the respective distribution transformer. Two basic types of configurations are mainly observed in the United States. First, a tree configuration, with the distribution transformer as the root of the tree. A main section branches out with several service drops along the street to connect to consumers (see Fig. 4). Second, a star configuration, where each distribution transformer connects directly to several houses (see Fig. 5). In addition, we use a third hybrid configuration, where the main configuration is a tree, but several star connections might exist, especially for nearby houses (see Fig. 6).

D. LOCATE AND SIZE PRIMARY SUBSTATIONS
The substation planning stage also begins by clustering the loads. But in the case of substations, the loads are the distribution transformers (planned previously) and medium-voltage consumers. The clustering algorithm is the same as that used for distribution transformers: it starts by breaking down the minimum spanning tree and then verifies that the obtained clusters will be feasible in terms of thermal and voltage constraints. In the case of substations, the area covered is much larger than that for distribution transformers, because of the higher nominal voltages and capacities.

E. PLAN THE MEDIUM-VOLTAGE SYSTEM/PRIMARIES
The algorithm for planning medium-voltage feeders again starts by building a minimum spanning tree [35], which represents the shortest solution in the absence of constraints, and then applying a branch-exchange algorithm to obtain a feasible solution that meets thermal and voltage constraints [36]. For sizing power lines, the net present value is computed for each of them, depending on their power flow. The optimal component is such that the net present value is minimized while respecting the thermal limits. This process is explained in [23]. The medium-voltage feeder design considers the three-phase feeder trunks as well as two-phase or single-phase laterals depending on the supplied loads. In addition, the connection of loads to the different phases is made by minimizing imbalance across each feeder [23]. Realistic voltage control is introduced by placing voltage regulators and capacitor banks. The voltage regulators are placed along feeders aiming to respect voltage limits, whereas capacitor banks are sized and located by considering their impact on energy losses. The next step in the medium-voltage system planning stage checks and improves reliability indexes. Switches are installed along feeders by searching for the most critical branches in terms of upstream demand and downstream failure rate. The stopping criterion for switches is based on target metrics, such as the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and the System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI), which are estimated by simulating how the maintenance crews locate and isolate faults and restore service [31]. Loops with open switches between feeders can also be included to improve reliability until the aforementioned targets are satisfied.

RNM-US outputs the designed distribution system in both OpenDSS and Shapefile formats. This provides a topological geographic information system representation and enables power flow simulations of the planned system. Validation and calibration of these networks was performed by applying a three-pronged approach comprising of (1) statistical validation of characteristic metrics, (2) operation validation of power flow and (3) validation from industry experts [37].

F. POST-PROCESSING
Once RNM-US has created the base network structure, post-processing is performed using the Distribution Transformation Tool (DiTTo) [38] to enhance some details of the base electrical network from RNM-US. These include adding specific control schemes for voltage regulators and capacitors, detailing the multi-transformer bank arrangement inside substations, applying fuse and recloser settings, and attaching time series loads from ResStock™ and ComStock™ [32]. Reactive power profiles are estimated based on the time varying breakdown of end uses. Additionally, a rich set of
scenarios is attached to the data sets generated from RNM-US, including various penetrations of solar and storage in OpenDSS as well as several patterns for electric vehicle locations, demand response customers, measurement equipment, controllable switches, and electrical fault locations among others.

The post-processing phase also creates inputs to the transmission grid synthesis phase using a bottom-up approach for the combined synthetic T&D system. Specifically, the distribution system is constructed first, and then post-processing is used to provide aggregated summary inputs at the substation or load bus for the transmission system synthesis. As shown in Fig. 7, the substations are characterized by their location, the demand that they serve—both real and reactive power—and their rated capacity.

III. TRANSMISSION SYNTHESIS FOR HIGHLY DETAILED SYNTHETIC GRIDS

The creation of a synthetic transmission grid consists of three general steps: substation planning, transmission planning, and reactive power planning. Substation planning defines the geographic locations and voltage levels of load and generation nodes in the synthetic transmission system. The load substations here are provided from the distribution system described. Transmission planning connects the nodes with different voltage levels of transmission lines. The transmission line parameters and network topologies are created based on the references of appropriate nominal voltage levels. Reactive power planning sets generator voltage regulations, tap-changing transformers, and shunt capacitors/reactors to provide a realistic distribution of bus voltages and support convergence of the AC power flow solution. The diagram of the synthesis process is shown in Fig. 8.

A. SUBSTATION PLANNING

Substation planning creates nodes in the transmission network. In this step, each substation is initiated with the assignment of geographic coordinates, load, and generation. The substation is then configured internally with buses and transformers according to the assigned nominal voltage levels.

1) LOAD SUBSTATIONS

To ensure a constant T&D data set, the distribution data set synthesized from the previous section is used to create and locate load substations in the synthetic transmission system. In our approach, the subtransmission system (e.g., 69 kV) is included in the transmission synthesis. The load substations in the synthetic transmission system represent an aggregated view of the distribution system. They adopt the geographic coordinates of the distribution substations and summation of coincident loads of end-use customers. As described in section II, the coincident loads are a scaled version of the peak load to account for nonsimultaneous peak loads. In addition, 5% power losses are added when aggregating the distribution loads. The 5% losses value is only used for the interface with the transmission system when aggregating the load of the primary substations for transmission system design. The value of 5% was obtained by simulating the distribution feeders in OpenDSS and determining the average losses on the distribution system over all feeders. When simulating the complete T&D system, these loss factors are replaced with the actual distribution system and losses are simulated in detail based on electrical properties.

2) GENERATION SUBSTATIONS

The U.S. Energy Information Administration conducts an annual survey of the nation’s power plants. The 2014 survey data are readily available to the public [39]. These data include the geographic coordinates, fuel type, generation capacity, and number of units of all generation plants. These power plants become the generation for the bulk energy system in the model.

These power plants are then clustered geographically into generation-only substations. Although it is possible to have multiple fuel types within one power plant, a simplifying assumption is made so that hydro, nuclear, and renewable energy resources are not grouped together.
3) SUBSTATION CONFIGURATIONS
The configuration of the substation includes the assignment of voltage levels and the creation of buses and transformers. Given a set of substations sited geographically across a system, the distribution of the voltage level in each area is first determined to reflect the real statistics and system needs.

To assign voltage levels to specific substations, the lowest voltage level is assigned to all substations first, because it typically covers most of the geographic region. Some substations are then upgraded to higher voltage levels using a nonuniform random selection to produce percentages consistent with real networks. Substations with larger load and generation have a higher probability of being assigned with high-voltage levels.

At least one bus is created within a substation for each voltage level assigned. For load substations, one bus is created with the load attached; this bus is the coupling point to the distribution feeders. In generation substations, multiple buses can be created with generators attached, depending on the number of units in each power plant. If multiple voltage levels are assigned to one substation, transformers are also created to step up or step down the voltage.

B. TRANSMISSION PLANNING
Transmission planning connects the buses established in the substation planning stage with the transmission network at multiple nominal voltage levels. The algorithm of creating the synthetic network from [14] is used to generate the transmission lines automatically. In [14], a connected graph is built at each voltage level using Delaunay triangulation, which links buses in a network with transmission lines based on nearest-neighbor concepts. The network is also designed so that the combined graph of all voltage levels can still remain connected even if one substation is removed [14]. This property does not allow for radial substations, and it enhances contingency security. Many real power systems match these properties.

Transmission line electrical parameters required for power flow analysis include series impedance, shunt admittance, and MVA limits. Realistic per-distance parameters are assigned to synthetic lines based on data sheets and references appropriate to the assigned nominal voltage level [14]. Because the network is connected, the created synthetic transmission system at the end of transmission planning stage has a DC power flow solution.

C. REACTIVE POWER PLANNING
The approach from [15] is used in this paper to move incrementally from a DC power flow solution at the end of the transmission planning step, to a full AC power flow solution with a reasonable set of reactive power support devices. This begins by initializing the system to have a very large number of reactive devices controlling the voltage magnitude of most system buses to a common, flat voltage. Then, iteratively, some of the temporary devices are removed at each step, adjusting the remaining ones by repeated AC power flow solutions. Reactive power planning introduces generator voltage regulations, tap-changing transformers, shunt capacitors, and shunt reactors into the synthetic transmission system.

D. WIDE-AREA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM WITH REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION DETAILS
The combined synthetic T&D system can be considered as a self-sustained island. Alternately, the transmission network can be interconnected to a synthetic grid of larger geographic footprint, creating a system in which only some parts of the combined system have distribution details. The load substations in the full synthetic transmission system initially use the geographic coordinates and population of each postal code area obtained from the public U.S. census data set [40], where the load is approximated to be proportional to the population [14]. It is incrementally updated to meet the specific distribution system topology.

IV. EXAMPLE TEST CASE
To demonstrate the methodology developed in this paper, this section presents the syn-austin-TDgrid-v03 test case, its validation, and simulation.

The example case developed using the presented methodology covers the geographic region of Travis County, Texas, including the city of Austin and surrounding areas in central Texas. This data set serves 307,236 customers loads with total system peak of 3.254 MW. There are in total 140 substations in the system, with 69 kV and 230 kV nominal voltage level. This data set includes a mix of 448 rural, suburban, and urban feeders, and 132,406 distributed transformers. There are in average 5.3 consumers per distribution transformer; the distribution transformer capacities are in the range 10-1500 kVA, and ANSI ratings are used for the maximum allowed voltage range.

The synthetic distribution network built models diversity in the following terms: 1) There are urban, suburban, and rural circuits in the data sets adapted to the different characteristics and dispersion of consumers. In particular, the urban/suburban and rural circuits have different design targets, for example, network length and reliability. 2) Several distribution nominal voltage levels are considered, specifically 4kV, 12.47kV, and 25kV. 3) Several approaches for voltage management are considered: voltage regulators and/or capacitor banks. 4) The loading of the network components depends on the discrete network components available in the input catalog.

Summary overview statistics of the case are given in Table 1. It is important to note that while the load is realistically modeled, the electric network that supplies the load in this synthetic test case is intentionally designed to be different from the actual system on the same geographic footprint. This prevents the synthetic data set from revealing critical energy infrastructure information, but still provides the users realistic test cases to develop techniques that can be applied to the real system. This test case is publicly available for download at [41].
TABLE 1. Overview statistics of the syn-austin-TDgrid-v03 test case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer loads</td>
<td>307,236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total peak load</td>
<td>3254 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 kV substations</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 kV substations</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator units</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeders</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeder length</td>
<td>19,726 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed transformers</td>
<td>132,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 kV transmission lines</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 kV transmission lines</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission buses</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution electric nodes</td>
<td>1,654,091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 9. Comparison of total feeder line lengths for real utility networks and synthetic Austin data set.

The combined T&D networks are presented in Fig. 12. Here, the blue lines are the 230 kV transmission network, and the green lines are the 69 kV transmission network. For the distribution grid, the pink, red, orange, and yellow lines show distribution feeders. Within the footprint of this case, urban and residential areas are reflected in the system topology. Fig. 13 offers a closer look at the downtown area of the synthetic test case.

A. VALIDATION

The base synthetic system was then validated using previously established techniques developed by the authors. Specifically, the distribution system was statistically validated as described in [37]. This includes comparisons of several key structural properties of the network that were compared to comprehensive data obtained from tens of thousands of actual feeders from several U.S. utilities and found to be within statistically comparable ranges. Visual representations of the differences for two selected metrics are illustrated in Fig. 9 and 10. Operational validation was also performed by simulating powerflow using OpenDSS and demonstrating that voltages remain within ANSI standards for the base (no DER) case. We also compare voltage profiles and overall distributions of voltages to real system data, e.g. 11.

The transmission system was validated as described in [42], which presents validation metrics based on features (e.g. system topology, parameter values) observed in the Eastern Interconnection, the Western Interconnection, and smaller subset cases from each. This process is based on geography and accounts for a wide range of design practices in actual grids. The system metrics are presented in Table 2.

B. COMBINED T&D SIMULATION

To provide a truly combined T&D test system, it is also necessary to be able to simulate the combined power flow and conduct other analyses; however, existing individual tools are not well suited for this combination or large scale. Some of the challenges include: Transmission power flow and dynamics tools typically capture positive sequence, whereas distribution tools use full three-phase, unbalanced models.
Few existing tools are well suited for solving >1 million electrical nodes at once, or for tackling even larger T&D test systems now under development. And off-the-shelf tools don’t simultaneously support bulk generator models, controls, and dispatch while also capturing the specifics of distribution-specific voltage control devices and controls.
To overcome this challenge, the Austin data set includes instructions and files to be able to run in multiple ways: transmission-only using Powerworld, distribution-only using OpenDSS, and as a co-simulation that brings together Powerworld and OpenDSS to create a combined T&D simulation. The co-simulation uses the open-source HELICS™ co-simulation [9] framework that also makes it easy to add in other tools for extended analyses, such as the inclusion of an advanced control/optimization scheme, or rich model of other infrastructures, such as transportation.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents pioneering work to create a synthetic combined transmission-distribution power system data set that covers large geographic regions while providing highly detailed models down to the electric meter-level. It builds on past methods developed for separate synthetic distribution and transmission data sets. The distribution system is constructed using the RNM-US, which takes input from OpenStreetMaps data, parcel information, as well as a catalog of standard distribution network equipment. On the same geographic footprint as the distribution system, a synthetic transmission system is developed using a bottom-up approach, where the interface between T&D is the set of substations determined by the distribution system. Using Delaunay triangulation, a synthetic transmission network is created to connect load and generator substations with different voltage levels of transmission lines. Reactive power devices are also included in the synthetic data set to achieve the realism of bus voltage distribution and the convergence of the AC power flow solution. Because the input data of the synthesis process is not confidential, the combined T&D data set is publicly available, and it can be shared freely.

This approach and resulting data set, represent the first large-scale, publicly available T&D data set. It provides an advanced and realistic testing platform to promote next-generation research on large-scale systems, particularly considering the rapid growth in DERs. The combined data set also enables the potential of coupled infrastructure studies. Because the synthetic distribution system model extends to end-use customers, geographic coordinates of electric meters and distribution feeders are available at a high resolution and can facilitate coupling between the power system and other infrastructures, such as the transportation network. This enables studies on the impact of high penetrations of electric vehicles on the power systems and the impact of dramatic grid changes (e.g., a blackout) on transportation systems using coupled models of electric and transportation infrastructures.

Ongoing future work aims to apply these techniques to build even larger T&D data sets consistent with larger utility and/or independent system operators footprints to enable full simulation of T&D at scale. The future work also plans to create scenarios representing a wide spectrum of load levels, DER penetration levels, and bulk generation fuel mix for the combined synthetic T&D system. Those scenarios can enable the research capability of determining controls and hardware upgrades for effective T&D operations.
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